TELEPHONES No. 782 AND 782R
PUSH BUTTON TABLE TELEPHONE WITH MF4 SIGNALLING:
No. 782 WITH PROVISION FOR 1 OR 2 PRESS BUTTONS
No. 782R WITH RECALL BUTTON FITTED FOR PBX EXTENSIONS ONLY

NOTES:

1. TELEPHONE No. 782 IS A 12 BUTTON, MF4 SIGNALLING PUSH BUTTON TELEPHONE INTENDED FOR USE ON SUITABLY EQUIPPED PSTN LOCAL EXCHANGE LINES.

2. TELEPHONE No. 782R IS FITTED WITH A PRESS BUTTON MARKED 'RECALL' AND A 5A-4 SWITCH CONNECTED AS SHOWN IN FIG. 2, TO PROVIDE EARTH RECALL FOR PBX EXTENSIONS ONLY.

3. MARK 4 VERSIONS OF No. 782 AND No. 782R ARE ELECTRONICALLY SWITCHED AND DO NOT HAVE A SLATE WIRE CONNECTED TO TERMINAL T1 OR A BLACK WIRE TO TERMINAL T2A.

4. TELEPHONES No. 782 AND No. 782R ARE SIMILAR TO TELEPHONES No. 746 AND No. 746R AND MAY BE FITTED ON PLAN No. 8 AND PLAN COMBINATIONS USING THE 700 TYPE TELEPHONE N DIAGRAMS AS SHOWN IN NO01 INDEX (EXTENSION PLANS AND COMBINATIONS OF PLANS).

5. MF4 PUSH BUTTON TELEPHONES CANNOT BE USED AS AN OPERATORS TELEPHONE ON ANY 2/... PBX'S WHERE INTER-PBX DIALLING CIRCUITS ARE FITTED.

REFERENCES:

FACILITIES .......................................................... TI C3 B3011
MAINTENANCE ........................................................ TI E5 B2782
INSTALLATION ...................................................... TI C3 B3011
TELEPHONE No. 746 .................................................. DGM N646
AUXILIARY UNITS .................................................. { DGM N648
................................................................. DGM N4700
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